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every download.Q: Angular 4 tests
async data I am trying to test a

component with the help of Karma
and Chutzpah. I am able to log in as
the user and get a response from the
server. However when I console.log
the data it comes out as undefined.

The response from the server is
expected to come out as JSON. Does

anyone know what I am missing in my
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test? describe('data is returned
correctly from backend', () => {

it('should return "true", for
jwt.isAuthenticated', () => { const

service: AxiosService =
require('../../services/apiService');
const wrapper = shallow(); const

authService = wrapper.instance();
const jwt = authService.jwt;

spyOn(jwt, 'isAuthenticated').and.retur
nValue(true);

wrapper.setProps({authenticated:
jwt.isAuthenticated}); const data =
service.isAuthenticated().then(data

=> console.log(data));
expect(data).toEqual('true'); }); }); A:
You are using the wrong syntax. data
in your case is not a promise. So it will
always be undefined. You should use
the following syntax: it('should return
"true", for jwt.isAuthenticated', () =>
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{ const service: AxiosService =
require('../../services/apiService');
const wrapper = shallow(); const

authService = wrapper.instance();
const jwt = authService.jwt;

spyOn(jwt, 'isAuthenticated').and.retur
nValue(true);

wrapper.setProps({authenticated:
jwt.isAuthenticated}); const data =

service.isAuthent e79caf774b

Logo Design Studio Pro Vector Edition 1.7.3 Crack is a software intended for Windows.. Logo Design Studio Pro
Crack 1.7.3 Serial Number is a software intended for. All versions from: 1.7.2 to 1.7.4 do not have.Q: How to

convert a List to a plain List How to convert a List to a plain list. eg. if my list contains this data. List lst = new
ArrayList(); lst.add("a"); lst.add("b"); lst.add("c"); lst.add("d"); lst.add("e"); How to convert this data into a

simple List with order. A: You can use Collections.sort to accomplish this: List lst = new ArrayList(); lst.add("a");
lst.add("b"); lst.add("c"); lst.add("d"); lst.add("e"); Collections.sort(lst); System.out.println(lst); Output [e, a, b,

c, d] Q: Alternative to Implementing MapActivity for MapView I implemented my own implementation of
MapActivity in my application. It goes pretty smooth and it works fine for android 4.1 and above. But for android

2.2 and below I do not want to use MapActivity, I just want to have a fragment for mapview. Is there any
alternative to implement this? A: You can try this code. public class GoogleMapsActivity extends

FragmentActivity implements OnMapReadyCallback { @Override protected void onCreate(Bundle
savedInstanceState) { super.onCreate(savedInstanceState); setContentView(R.layout.activity_google_maps);

SupportMapFragment mapFragment = (SupportMapFragment) getSupportFragmentManager()
.findFragmentById(R.id.map); mapFragment.getMapAsync
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Warsaw, Poland. The tower was built between 1791 and 1793. Built in the neoclassical style, it was designed by
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views. The Roman army was victorious at the Battle of the Pharsalus. Julius Caesar was assassinated by Â .. The
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